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MOTIVATION

Imagining Food Shopping in Future
What if all offline food stores close in the future with the development of 
Internet? How citizens get food without supermarket like Tesco? Similar 
speculations and doubts originate from many sociologists and scholars. Some 
believe that physical stores will disappear completely, while others disagree. In 
the future, offline food stores may not disappear. Some people want to go back 
to more direct contact with the food producer.

Basically, no matter which side food supply developing to in the future, 
freshness is always the main requirement of users. When the offline supermarket 
disappears, which way will replace it to provide fresh food to the citizens? Or, 
when people are more willing to contact the origin directly, to what extent the 
requirement of freshness will be met? In conclusion, FRESHNESS, as the major 
need, is supposed to be paid more attention to.

Observation during Lockdown
In the past few months, most citizens were trapped at home because of serious 
epidemics. The difficulty in obtaining food is not only manifested in the fact 
that the public tends to hoard surplus food, which leads to market restrictions, 
but also manifests in the fact that buying surplus food will cause the food to no 
longer be fresh or even deteriorate.

In the apartment where I live in, many Chinese students share their surplus food 
with each other. They confirm the sharing content through online contact, and 
then put the food in the sharing box at their door, waiting for the other person 
to take it away. This simple form of second-hand sharing effectively reduces 
food waste and also meets the needs of some people for a rich variety of food. 
Such SOCIAL PARTICIPATION is very valuable.

BACKGROUND

There is huge diversity in the way people usually get food today, such as meal deal from Tesco, takeout, cooking at home, fast food, etc. But future will show more 
possibilities. What if all offline food stores close in the future with the development of Internet? How citizens get food without supermarket like Tesco? What if people are 
trapped at home because of serious crises such as wars or epidemics and which is the best way to get fresh food? Thus, I decided to study food supply in future society.

What if all offline food stores close in 
the future？

What if citizens desire more direct 
contact with the food producer？

Hoarding surplus food cause too much 
waste.

Non-direct  food shar ing dur ing 
lockdown.

DISCOVER  Problem Identification
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USER INTERVIEW

                   Jinsong Zhang
                         24-year-old
                         International Student
                         Living in flat with kitchen
 

Changes in Behaviour
- Whether before or now, like to go to the supermarket to buy food
- Prefer to buy small quantity and few types of fresh food before lockdown
- Prefer to buy huge quantity and many types of food that does not deteriorate 
easily now

Views on Diet
- Love cooking
- Have scientific health knowledge, like to refer to the app with professional 
fitness meals
- Not picky eaters
- Don't like out-of-season food
- Love fresh meat, don't like smoked food

Views on Consumption
- Prefer to pick food in physical stores
- Don’t like online orders because it’s not intuitive
- Will choose high-quality ingredients to buy

Views on Future
“In the future, I hope I can buy a balanced combination of ingredients. They are 
both fresh and healthy, and the combination that has been paired allows me to 
produce less food waste... I also yearn for the urban farm, which seems to be a 
good place for fitness.”

                   Aiden McCoy
                   24-year-old
                   Scottish Student
                   Living with family of 4
 

Changes in Behaviour
-Before, often ordered fast food, meal deal, instant food and Uber Eats
-During lockdown, Mum will cook for whole family
-Sometimes go for a picnic or barbecue nowadays

Views on Diet
-Hate cooking, hardly cooked
-No special preference
-Don’t like spicy food
-Don’t care what to eat actually
-Sometimes experience vegetarian food for a while

Views on Consumption
-Prefer to order food quickly
-Hope convenient delivery

Views on Future
“To be honest, I really look forward to the eating methods such as injections, 
capsules, and standard set meals in science fiction movies. I think they are 
efficient, convenient and healthy... My mom would like a farm in my home 
because she helped her grandma farm when she was child. But I have always 
wondered whether urban farms produce strange smells?”

                   Aiden McCoy
                   
                   
                   

In order to specifically analyze the views and needs of users, I interviewed two friends. Both of views showed a huge demand for FRESH food. Among them, Zhang's 
answer also mentioned a great interest in participating in farm work or community activities, which reveals the possibility of SOCIAL PARTICIPATION. Further more, the 
tendency of much more interest in Urban Farming is obvious based on their answer. Below, the highlighted part inspired my insights, which is explained in more detail on 
the next page.

DEFINE  Concept Generation
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PERSONA
Live alone and cook by himself
Prefer fresh seasonal food
Have free time every day
Like fitness
Prefer to work in urban farm

Zhang

Aiden's mother, and live in family of 4
Cook for whole family
Usually busy
No food preference
Helped grandma farm when she was young

Susan

Insight 4
People live alone need the moderate 
amount of food combination to 
cook easily and have healthy diet.
Opportunity 4
Balanced Combination of Food 
Ingredients

Insight 2
Some people like seasonal food, 
however some people like out-of-
season food. 
Opportunity 2
Seasonal/Out-of-season urban farm

Insight 1
The need for fresh ingredients 
represents the pursuit of high-
quality life.
Opportunity 1
Food Delivery from Farm to User

Insight 3
Online description is not intuitive 
enough for customers to understand 
specific details.
Opportunity 3
Immersive and Engagement Online 
Shop

Insight 5
Those who are busy with their work 
do not have enough time to cook 
for themselves.
Opportunity 5
Community Food Workshops

Insight 6
For cultural  or  other reasons, 
people's eating habits and customs 
are different. 
Opportunity 6
Special Menu Food Supply

Insight 7
Set of nutritional meal replacement 
is regarded as an efficient way of 
eating by some people.
Opportunity 7
Food Replacement

Insight 8
Unpleasant smell  that may be 
caused by urban farms affect the 
surrounding environment.
Opportunity 8
Environmental Solution of Urban 
Farm

Requirement

INSIGHTS

Freshness
for fitness and health

Participation
as volunteer work

Less Preparing Time
because usually busy

Various Species
for balance and whole family

Based on interviewee Zhang, and Mother of Aiden

Based on information highlighted last page

DEFINE  Concept Generation
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RELATION SORTING

I sort out relationship among 8 opportunities and come up with 4 general options.
There are three criterias I used to evaluate each option and choose the best one: concept, product and impact. In 
concept aspect, I mainly consider factors such as innovation and so on. As for product, I mainly consider factors such 
as feasibility, usability and so on. As for impact, I mainly consider sustainability and so on. I justify which option is the 
best one in this aspect and which one is the worst. After analyzing the results. It illustrates URBAN FARMING get 
most points. Thus, I selected urban farm as the main context.

Opportunity 4
Balanced Combination

Opportunity 2
Seasonal Urban Farm

Opportunity 1
Food Delivery from Farm

Opportunity 3
Engagement Online Shop

Opportunity 5
Community Food Workshops

Opportunity 6
Special Menu Food Supply

Opportunity 7
Food Replacement

Opportunity 8
Environmental Solution

Opportunity 3

New Solution for Food 
Packaging & Combination

Opportunity 6

New Solution for Online 
Food Delivery

Opportunity 7

New Solution for Food 
Replacement

Opportunity 8

New Solution for
URBAN FARMING

EVALUATION

Concept

Product

Impact

30 pt

42 pt

33 pt

35 pt

total pt

EXAMPLE

DEFINE  Concept Generation
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FARMING METHOD DESIGN
Case Study of Existing Urban Farming

Based on analysing above existing urban farming method, three features may 
be of great benefit for this project.

Flexible Multi Levels Surface of BuildingHydroponics

High land 
efficiency

Suitable 
for various 

species

Production 
Increase

High land 
efficiency

No Need of 
lighting

Thermal 
isolation

Using 
rainwater 

Environment 
purification

Easy to 
water

No Need of 
irrigation

Low energy 
cost

Less 
pollution

Short term

Fertilizer 
utlization

Suitable 
for non-

professional

Background Context Design

In the future, there will be a kind of green apartment: it has a total of 5 to 8 
floors, with 8 households per floor, and each household has a balcony where 
hydroponics can be used to grow vegetables. Each household decides what 
variety of vegetables to grow on its balcony according to its own floor height 
and orientation. There is also a sharing room to exchange food.

Hydroponics

Sharing Room

8 Households
per floor

Flexible Multi 
Planting levels

Balcony Farming Size Vertical and Horizen Planting Zone

Planting levels

DEVELOPE  Concept Development
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SHARING EXPERIENCE DESIGN
Storyboard of Sharing Scenario

Evaluation and Selection

Test and Iteration
1 .  Har vest and 
use some.

7. Get else types 
of food.

2. Send surplus 
food to shar.

6. Send order 
back.

3. Sort.

5. Pick order.

4. Wait sharing.

Sharing Room DesignDelivery Facility Design Sorting System Design
Need for Fresh Food

Social Paticipation
Less Preparing Time

Various Species

Need for Fresh Food
Social Paticipation

Less Preparing Time
Various Species

Need for Fresh Food
Social Paticipation

Less Preparing Time
Various Species

★★★
★★☆
★★★
★★★

★☆☆
★☆☆
★★☆
★★☆

★★☆
★★☆
★☆☆
★★★

1

3

2

Smart Tracking Cart

Modular Delivery Robot

One-piece Delivery Robot

Storyboard shows three feasible directions. Evaluating to what extent meet four 
main requirements, DELIVERY FACILITY was selected.

Smart Cart is able to 
follow user automatically.

There is space inside the 
robot to store food.

Two separate parts: 

-food box

-travelling robot

Suppose there are 40 households.

40 households

27 mins for the longest routine

9 mins for the longest routine

16 Robots 
needed for 

shortest 
waiting time

5 Robots 
needed 

for highest 
efficiency

1 Box
per 

household

5 Robots
per 

household

Low Efficiency !!

More efficient !!!

The automatic tracking cart will 
not increase the transmission 
efficiency, but will seriously affect 
the traffic in the corridor.
Low Necessarity!

DEVELOPE  Concept Development
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PRODUCT DETAIL DESIGN
Shape and Exterior Design

Size Arrangement

Connection Locking

Screen and Attention Flag

60
 c

m

360

310

23
4

230

20
0

After testing, this size box can store up to the 
ingredients needed for a meal for a family of 
four.

Based on this size, design the matching 
travelling robot size.

The opening side with a certain inclination angle is convenient for users to interact 
with the box, whether on the table or on the ground.

Screen and attention flag can remind 
pedestrians to avoid.

1 2

3 4

The buckle equipped with a spring mechanism allows the box to be fixed to the 
robot so that it does not swing in the horizontal direction when travelling.

DEVELOPE  Concept Development

Tests show that the preferred height 
of the flag is 50-65cm.
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STORYBOARD DELIVERY PROCESS

DELIVERY  Concept Visualization

1
Susan, as a mother of two 
children, lives in this flat with 
a balcony farm. She grows 3 
types of vegetables: tomato, 
lettuce, cucumber.

2
One day, she harvests some 
of them. Then, she put surplus 
food into Sharing box and 
upload data to APP.

3
When Travelling Robot arrive 
in the door, system will inform 
Susan. She open the door and  
put Sharing Box on it.

4
Travelling Robot can find 
the path to Sharing Room 
automatically, including take 
lift by itself.
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STORYBOARD SHARING PROCESS

DELIVERY  Concept Visualization

5
Zhang, as a volunteer, will 
take off the Sharing Box and 
sort food inside. If box away, 
Travelling Robot can run next 
roder.

6
Susan's family slao need other 
species of food. She find 
someone sharing their surplus 
food through APP, thus, she 
order some of them.

7
If Zhang informed new order, 
he will pick order into a empty 
Sharing box and waiting 
Travelling Robot coming to 
collect.

8
When Travelling Robot return 
Susan with her order, she can 
receive a notification to open 
door and pick them.
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FINIAL SHOW

DELIVERY  Concept Visualization

FINIAL SHOWFINIAL SHOW

Internal Mass Sensor

Path Finding System

Silent Motor

Transparent Cover

Roughly estimate the weight to 
confirm the order

The system can realize automatic 
intelligent control

Easy to view the contents of the 
box

LCD Display Screen
Display itinerary information

Run in the apartment
without affecting residents

Attention Flag
M a ke  p e d e s t r i a n s 

notice the robot

Sharing Box

Travelling Robot
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REFLECTION
As the most important design project during MSc PDE in Glasgow, Major Project means what I learned in past 
one year. I choose food supply as my topic title. Starting from the issue of "future", I enumerate the context and 
situations related to food supply. After comprehensive consideration, I decided to take urban farming as my core 
point. Based on this, more investigations focusing on realizing urban farming were taken. The results of research 
and observations inspired us to focus on the sharing experience. Deeper evluation revealed extremely valuable 
design opportunities. FinaIly, I wanted to design a food delivery robot employed for balcony food sharing. At this 
very last stage, there are something I want to tell you.

About Project ...
To be honest, my project did not go well always. Because of the epidemic, I rarely have time to communicate with 
tutors and classmates. The bi-weekly tutorial is not enough to support me in the right direction. I have been lost 
many times. For example, I was obsessed with designing a macro food supply system and spent a lot of time on 
it. I didn't relize my stubbornness until tutor reminded me that this was just a individual project and I was not 
capable enough. Fortunately, the project was finally able to be completed before the deadline. No matter what, I 
believe this project has reached the best level within my personal ability, though there may be still some flaws.

What I learned ...
The most thing of great benefit I got is design methodology, especially the process from project birth to maturity. 
For example, before starting, I have conceived a smart shopping cart product. But Stuart told me that we should 
start solving problems from key issues, not from product concepts. In addition, I have a deeper understanding of 
some specific design methods. For instance, I have re-acquainted with the great role of persona in discovering 
opportunities and testing ideas. During the design process, the project involved a lot of content taught in GU, 
such as microelectronics technology in user products, optimal algorithms, material selection and CES software, 
probability design and security check. These contents related to technology and engineering are the key points 
that need to be considered in product design. After learning these, as a product designer, I am more capable of 
designing scientific, reasonable and feasible products.

What need more work ...
Although I am satisfied with the completion of the project, there is still futher work can be done. The first 
is further product testing. Affected by the epidemic, it is very difficult to make models without studio. The 
conditions at home do not allow me to make physical models for more tests. Second, more technical details 
should be considered. Although I have demonstrated the feasibility of some technical details in the technical 
report to some extent, and even imagined that there are some sensors inside the box to detect and identify 
food, there are still many technical issues waiting to be resolved, such as motor selection.  In addition, I am also 
thinking the possibility of sharing room is not only for sharing but also a community food shop, which means 
user not only can share what they grow, but also can buy what produced outside like milk, egg and meat.

Many people have provided assistance in the 
completion of this project, and I would like to 
express my sincere thanks to them here.
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